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Sciennes School Council AGM Meeting  

Thursday 12 June 2014, 7-9pm 

 

Present:  

Alison Noble (Head Teacher) 

Lucy Gallagher (Deputy Head Teacher) 

Angela Christie (Business Manager) 

Jo Kite(Chair) 

Kristel Torokoff (Deputy Chair) 

Claire Marshall (Treasurer) 

Anita Drury (Health & Wellbeing Group Chair) 

Claire Wheeler (Communications Group) 

Aileen Nimmo (PTA Chair) 

Fiona Denvir (PTA Clubs) 

Jack Cadell (Facilities Group) 

Stuart Sheehan (Playground Group Committee) 

Nick Croft (SPSFC Secretary) 

Phoebe Chochrane (ECO group) 

Corrine Kirk (Minutes/ ECO) 

Bruce Crawford (Parent) 

Charlotte Herthelius (Parent) 

Sarah Sheehan (Parent) 

Sarah Stephenson (Parent) 

 

Apologies: Jacqui Wright (Co-Treasurer), Bethan Mc Ewan (PTA) 

 

1 Welcome 

 

Jo Kite opened the meeting by welcoming all present.  

 

2 Treasurer Update for year 2013-14 

 

2.1 Claire Marshall reported the following: 

 

• current balance standing at £9,784 

• current available funds £6,343 

• Income to date £18,922 

• Expenditure to date £21,880 

 

She highlighted that expenditure on equipment, activities etc. amounted to £11,335 whilst PTA 

fundraising for the academic year raised £13,710 and sponsor money held by the FSST sits at £5,306 to 

date.  MyDonate final tally will take place next week and this amount will be added to takings from 

fundraising. 

 

2.2 Income(from PTA/FSST and activities) : Claire noted that the key fundraising activities 

comprising of Christmas Fair, Summer Fair, Swimathon, Uniform sales and Easyfundraising  as well as 

social events (wine Quiz, Ceilidhs and Discos) held over the year has brought in a net combined income 

of £19,016. All figures from social events are up from last year whilst uniform sales and Easyfundraising 

has seen a dip in takings. 

 

2.3 Expenditure(school year 2013/14):  Trips subsidies at £4,496 are noted to be higher this year 

due to higher proportion of kids on free school meals. New projectors for the school formed the second 
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largest expenditure item at £3,213 whilst spending on Healthy Eating (new kitchen installation) came in 

at £2,900. 

Future spending will be comprised of Sponsor money from FSST, unallocated amount of £2,343 and 

£4000 on iPads to be carried forward to next academic year. 

 

2.3 FSST: Funds raised from Swimathon have shown a fall since inception of the event in 2012. A 

breakdown of the FSST expenditure was also covered by Claire in her slide presentation. 

 

2.4  Claire explained that according to guidance from the City of Edinburgh Council, funds raised by 

the FSST and PTA is done so on the basis that they will be used to benefit  the school children via input 

from teachers.  

 

2.5 SPTC (Scottish Parent Teacher Council): Claire highlighted that apart from being a charity 

providing support and information to carers, its membership fees are paid for by the City of Edinburgh 

Council .The SPTC insurance provides public liability cover for the Chess, Football, School Council and all 

homebaking sales in the school. 

 

2.6 Claire added in her final notes that the Accounts for the year 2013-14 have been successfully 

audited and is available to view on the School Council Website. The successful use of Wisepay and 

MyDonate has made PTA event ticket sales and FSST sponsorship event very efficient whilst the model 

of Treasurer and Co-Treasurer has thus far proved to be working well.  

Claire reported that Simon Tiplady who has reviewed the account to date will be replaced by Iain 

MacKintosh in the next accounting year. 

 

3.0 Head Teacher Update 

 

3.1 Alison Noble commenced her update by reflecting on the past to sum up the year for Sciennes 

School and spoke of her challenge to capture the ethos of the school. She stated that the priorities for 

2013-14 as dictated by the authorities are for curriculum focus on Literacy, Numeracy and Health & 

Well being and this is across the board for all the cluster primary schools (Royal Mile, James Gillespie, 

Sciennes, Tron Park and Toll Cross) feeding into James Gillespie High. In assimilating learning and play, 

teachers in Sciennes had put in a tremendous effort to juggle curriculum needs and maintain the 

school’s vision and objectives.  

In addition to that, Alison highlighted that the school has had outstanding support from the School 

Council parents this past year and in an attempt to capture all the “family” support within the school, 

she concluded that what best summarises this is a list of all notable events of the past academic year in 

Sciennes School . She circulated Copies of the list of all events reflecting the “life” of the school which 

had been captured in the blog posts done by Angela and Lucy on almost an hourly basis!  

 

3.2 She went on to speak about the sterling work done by the Communications Group in getting 

parental feedback from across the school with numbers of responses received jumping from 15 to over 

300. The outcome of the feedback has revealed that 95% over parents are very happy with the school. 

Alison added that Class teachers have also recognised the support of all parents helping to reinforce the 

concept of a Learning Community adopted by the school. 

In conclusion, Alison extended her sincerest thanks to all present and welcomes any feedback from the 

AGM attendees. 

 

3.3 Alison noted that the Pupil Council will be conducting a survey tomorrow on ‘how to make 

learning fun’ in order to improve the learning environment and priorities in the school. 

 

3.4 Charlotte Herthelius posed a question with regard to Theatre Outings organised by the school 

quoting the example of the Imaginate Festival where the experience for pupils in relation to learning is 
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dubious. She suggested perhaps that prior to the outing pupils could be given a briefing about what 

they are watching for instance. 

 

3.5 Phoebe raised the issue of change in emphasis of teaching over the past 5 years. Alison 

explained that in terms of play being valued highly in the teaching and learning process, the authorities 

have their instructions to be conformed with and the school will take on board these requirements and 

tries to adapt approaches that are deemed appropriate. This is constantly being reviewed and 

developed over the years to suit the school. 

Fiona queried how these changes affects teachers citing the P1 class structure as an example.  

Alison replied that in such an instance where the P1 class of 1C and 1D are sharing a classroom (with 20 

pupils in each class), the flexible teacher was sometimes the lead teacher depending on the learning 

group. She gave an example whereby Miss Seller was leading the Learning Support Group across all the 

P1 classes. Alison stressed that based on research over the years, it is the quality of teachers that 

matters regardless of class sizes. She highlighted that in P4-7, 33 is the maximum class size ( versus 30 

from P1 -3) and this means 9 extra places created at the end of P3. 

 

4 Group Update 

 

4.1 Building & Property 

Jack Cadell and Stuart Sheehan gave an introduction of what the objectives of the group are and their 

involvement in activities such as fundraising etc.  

He summarised that the key problem faced by the school is physical space with Sciennes affording only 

2.5sqm/child as opposed to the statutory 7.5sqm/child. Being a Victorian school and landlocked in its 

location, the main objective is to acquire land for Sciennes.  

The key current work in progress is the Road closure scheme(road immediately outside the school 

gates) whereby a meeting is to be arranged with the Edinburgh Transport Planning Team and an Impact 

Assessment will need to be carried out. There are currently 2 ownerships to the road with one party 

being an unknown at present. The suggested route to acquire this piece of land is through the 

Compulsory Purchase Route. 

Jack extended his thanks to a committed group of parents with the right expertise for managing this 

project. 

 

He went on to add that a cost plan is in place with an estimate of £200k. The next step is to identify 

suitable fundraising opportunities and projects. He cited that Brunstsfield Primary School had managed 

to get a cash injection of £100k of which £50k is matched by the Edinburgh Council. Sciennes School’s 

proposal is currently on the radar of the Edinburgh Council who is warming up to the ideas embedded 

in the proposal. 

 

Stuart added that to date the works done in the playground includes the amphitheatre resurfaced and 

timber slats that was partly surrounding the amphitheatre has been removed as this had created 

problems in supervision of the playground. The raised stone area for the big tree in the playground has 

also had resurfacing work done. 

 

Kristel enquired if additional bicycle racks area is part of the playground improvement plan. Stuart 

replied that this is not part of the playground. 

 

Jack noted that the group will open up a discussion at some point to parents and staff with regard to 

the ongoing work involved in acquiring the Sick Kids Hospital in 2017 when the hospital is moved to a 

new premise. Bruce suggested looking at acquiring building with other tenants behind the school. Jack 

replied that money is the limitation in this instance. 
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4.2 Action Plan 

 

Claire Wheeler gave a brief recap of the Action Plan and what it has set out to achieve as follows: 

- A Draft Action Plan was developed from a survey of parents feedback to address issues and 

areas which parents had felt needed attention. The survey received feedback from over half of 

Sciennes School household. For the new parents of P1 intake in 2013-14, one more round of 

survey was conducted. 

- In order to reflect the progress of the Action plan so far, a Feedback Tree (designed by P2 mums 

Estelle Keller and Misol Bae) was created to capture the key issues. 

- The School Council proceeded to tackle the issues by scheduling several topics for each School 

Council meeting over the past academic year 

- The challenge now is to figure out how to target or prioritise a relevant sub-group in order  to 

keep track and monitor the Action Topics 

- Claire is very happy to acknowledge that the Action Plan has been taken forward successfully! 

- She went on to suggest that perhaps the next focus for “action” could be the School Council 

(renamed Parent Council for future reference)  

- In conclusion, she added that there will also be requirement for “policing” of the Action Plan as 

a continual process. 

 

4.3 Communications 

 

The Communications group was set up to address the dissemination of information from the school to 

the parents. 

Claire Wheeler announced that the parent rep network is now properly embedded in the whole school 

with emails being the main mode of communication. The system works on a chain with the parent rep 

of each class receiving the first line of information from the school office before passing it on via emails 

to all parents in each respective class.  

She commended the IT Support team (made up of Lucy Gallagher and Hayem) who had provided very 

active and hands on internet support to facilitate the electronic mode of communication. Parents have 

been approaching the IT Support staff to access the internet and this is a testament to the success of 

the Communications Group! 

A School Council website has also been implemented and was set up by Simon Watson (P3 parent from 

year 2012-13). In the past year, the PTA after school Clubs information has received the most traffic 

eliminating the flow of parents trickling into the School Office with club enquiries! 

 

4.4 Health & Well-Being 

 

Anita Drury reported that the group had been set up last year in response to parent survey. 4 meetings 

had been held in the past year in November, December, January and April. However the group had 

struggled with attendance since its inception last year albeit having achieved significant outcomes in 

what it set out to do. Anita said that she will be moving on from the school and the group will need a 

new chairperson as such. 

 

She provided a summary of the 4 Feedback areas and Outcomes as addressed by the Group in the past 

year as follows: 

 

Healthy Eating- There is essentially a limit to the dining hall capacity and hence not all pupils can be 

accommodated for lunch. Pupils bringing home packed lunches also do not necessarily want to lunch in 

the hall as well. The issue of healthy snacks need to be a parent led one. There has been a suggestion by 

Ms Pearmain that the group let pupils take the lead on all issues related to HWBG and not just on 

healthy snacks. In addition the group will re-start to invite P1 parents to attend lunches at the start of 

the school year. 
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Health & Wellbeing- The concern over selection of the same child for Pupil Council as well as Eco Rep 

has been raised in parent feedback. There needs to be a system in place to prevent this from 

happening. This year “Raising Kids with Confidence” course has again witnessed an overwhelming 

demand for it by being oversubscribed. Parents have volunteered to be trained to run these courses 

thereby allowing more course sessions to be held. The group has also addressed how to deal with 

supporting a child with social problems in the playground by providing a checklist of suggested 

strategies with weblinks. 

 

Access to Outdoor Space –The school has limited outdoor space per child within its confines and hence 

the suggestion by parents for the school to explore use of other outdoor areas such as the Meadows 

etc. This is restricted by trips out of school requiring a minimum number of adults to be present within 

a class. A suggested solution to this is to have a list of “parent helpers” who are able and willing to help 

at short notice. This action will be carried forward into the Sport Group. 

 

Sports- Additional swimming lessons for older pupils who are non swimmers have been provided via 

funds raised from the Swimathon. The school currently lacks a Sport Policy in place and a volunteer is 

required to put this forward. There is at present no parent volunteer to take over the Sport element of 

the Health & Wellbeing group. This position is currently open to anyone with a background in sports 

ideally. 

  

4.5 Eco (Environment & Sustainability) 

 

Phoebe provided updates on the activities of the Eco group as follows: 

-The group currently comprising of Phoebe and Corrine have been helping the Eco reps with Eco School 

forms and questionnaire as well as redesigning the Eco Display Board with recycled materials 

- The group have also worked on the raised planter beds at the back of the school by taking groups of 

P3 pupils to help in the planting and clearing of the beds in conjunction with the P3 curriculum of Food 

and Technology 

- This work will continue in the next academic year with a new parent member who has voiced interest 

in joining the group 

- Jo raised a point for the new Playground scheme to factor in a new planting area  

 

4.6 PTA 

 

Aileen thanked Rhoda Morgan for her effective work as secretary of the PTA and those who had turned 

up to meetings and helped throughout the year. She was especially grateful too to Angela Christie, 

Alison Noble, Neil Scott and John Reid. 

At the start of the year the PTA agreed its mission statement which was then approved by the School 

Council.  It was based on the action plan pulled together by the communications team outlining what 

parents wanted. 

PTA Mission was to “Engage as many people as possible, doing or giving as much as they are able, to 

raise funds and increase opportunities benefiting the pupils of Sciennes, all in accordance with the 

School’s aims and objectives.”  From this the PTA Strategy on a sheet was devised, agreed by the School 

Council and implemented.  All objectives were met. 

Engaging as many people as possible 

It was astonishing throughout the year how many diverse people with so many varied skills have been 

prepared to give up their time and talents.Grant and Claudia Rough designed the Sensory Room. James 

Chow, a graphic designer designed the Summer Fair Poster as did Jay in p4.Primary 3C took a stall at the 
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summer fair and sold loom bands raising £60 all of which went to the school – if every class could do 

something that would be £1800 !There were over 60 volunteers at the Christmas fair. Importantly 

schools do not exist in isolation. The school is based in a community and serves that community.  

Interaction with the wider community was an important corner stone to activities. At Christmas over 40 

local businesses contributed and received advertising and we were also supported by Edinburgh 

Leisure.   

Raising funds 

The PTA aimed to have events that people wanted to go to and which if possible had a unique selling 

point which were FUN.  Pleased to report that all events raised more money than in previous years. 

Thanks to the event leaders Tim Pask, Anna Edgar, Carolyn Brockbank, Shelagh Shields, Fiona Denvir 

and Bethan McEwan for organising and for all the parents and staff who helped. The highpoint of 

engagement of people and talent may have been the summer fair – the PTA was in talks with the 

School in December and in January agreed that the summer fair would have a commonwealth games 

theme. We were inspired by the talent we knew we had in the school.  The School Council were also 

told of our proposal and seemed happy so the preparations began.  The facilities group were pleased 

we were closing the street as it was good to have a pattern of the street being closed. The McAllisters, 

Alex Arthur, Susan Jackson, the fitness chicks all agreed to volunteer their time and Fiona Denvir was in 

touch with the after school clubs to t them up for the day. Thanks to all their leaders as well as all the 

parents who contributed time and talents. 

Thanks to Charlotte Herthelius for her skilful project management. Suffice to say she produced a unique 

event, with a high turnout, that people seemed to enjoy and she increased the amount raised by 65% 

over last year and £1500 more than had ever been raised before!  Analytic slides are attached to these 

minutes. In addition to the big events Phoebe Cochrane and Mary Ross ran uniform sales, Gillian 

Clarkson arranged the p1 teatowels and Claire Marshall the Christmas cards. They were thanked.  

Aileen reported that over £13000 had been raised in the events. The swimathon total was awaited. 

 Grant Application Strategy 

The second strand to the PTA’s efforts was the Grant Applications team. This team was led by Tanya 

Boughtflower but other parents with expertise volunteered to be called upon as and when the need 

arises. Thanks to them. 

A Grant Application Strategy was devised in discussion with the School Management Team, approved 

by the PTA and School Council. So far this year  about £6000 in grant funding has been received thanks 

to Sainsbury’s, Scotmid, Knight Frank among others.  

Aileen reported that over £26k had been raised which was £10k over budget. 

 Increasing Opportunities benefitting the pupils of Sciennes 

Refreshments served at parent consultations. Fruit is supplied every Friday thanks to Nicola Kent and 

Laura Kinsler. Helpers were supplied to the Grange Fair to raise money for the local library – they had 

heard of our expertise in baking and tombolas. The Highland dancers dance at care homes and that is 

well appreciated. 
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 All in accordance with the schools aims and objectives 

 The school has truly worked in partnership with the PTA, its support is valued. 

4.7 Clubs 

Fiona commenced her update by addressing the endeavour to align the School Council clubs with 

Active School term start dates as this had caused a certain amount of confusion in the past year. 

PVG is also being coordinated for all out of school/ clubs activities. 

 

She stated that the new clubs formed in 2013-14 academic year are Recorder(with new teacher), 

Introduction to Music, Vocal a Capella,  Spanish Guitar, Bike Club and Handicrafts. 

 

Parental feedback points to music, art and language being the areas parents want clubs to focus on 

and this will be addressed in the coming year with a potential move of all sports related clubs to 

Active Schools (with Fencing cited as an example). The forthcoming year will aim to showcase the 

clubs and give pupils opportunities to celebrate their accomplishments. 

Fiona added that Lucy Gallagher’s online links to the clubs have been fantastic! 

 

Phoebe asked if the Active Schools venue will still remain the same in school. Fiona confirmed that 

this will be the case with the exception of larger clubs such as karate which will need bigger venues 

which could be an area where coordination with the football club is a possibility. 

 

6.0 Changes to Constitution 

Jo highlighted the changes in constitution as initiated by Aileen across the following 4 areas 

- School Council is to become Parent Council (in line with the Scottish Executive policy of 

inclusion of parents) 

- Clubs will no longer be part of PTA but will now fall under the Parent Council remit 

- PTA will be renamed Fundraising & Events 

- Building & Facilities will be merged with Playground and Equipment to form one group called 

Facilities & Playground 

All present are in full agreement to the above changes. 

 

7.0 Football Club 

Nick Croft reported that the football club is currently made up of 30% of the pupil population in 

Sciennes, girls and boys forming a good ratio. The club has recently inherited £3.5k and big thanks to 

Angela for putting together the kits. 

Under the new Governance, the Football club will now align with the Parent Council.  

He extended his gratitude to Claire Marshall for assisting in the financial control aspect of the club. 

 

Further to the discussion and report of Health & Wellbeing group from Anita, Nick has agreed to 

support and take on the Sports element of the Health & Wellbeing group to better connect with the 

new Parent Council.  

 

Charlotte Herthelius proposed for the Football club change in Constitution; seconded by Stuart Nimmo. 

 

8.0 Election of Office Bearers/ Parent Council Membership 

 

The following School Council office bearers were elected: 

• Chair: Claire Wheeler (nominated: Jo Kite; seconded: Bruce Crawford) 

• Vice Chair: Kristel Torokoff (nominated: Charlotte Hethelius; seconded: Bruce Crawford) 

• Treasurer: Claire Marshall (nominated: Bruce Crawford; seconded: Jo Kite) 

• Co-Treasurer: Jacqui Wright (nominated: Bruce Crawford; seconded: Claire Marshall) 
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The election for position of Fundraising Events convener will take place at the next Parent Council 

Meeting in the new school year as Aileen reported at this AGM that she is not in a position to make any 

decision to stand for election today due to personal circumstance. 

 

Group conveners: 

Health & Wellbeing- Nick Croft (Nick agreed to take on the role for the interim until a replacement 

steps in) 

Clubs – Fiona Denvir 

Communications- Claire Wheeler 

Facilities & Playground- Jack Cadell 

Eco- Phoebe Cochrane 

 

9.0 AOB: No other issues were raised.  

 

The meeting was concluded at approximately 9.05pm 

 

Attachments: All group update slides circulated; Treasurer Report; Proposed Governance Model School 

Year 2014/15; Sciennes Parent Council Constitution 2014AGM 

 

Minutes prepared by Corrine Kirk (School Council Clerk) 


